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The building block
"Environment and 
100% green power"

DB Climate Target | After tightening of the national climate protection 
law, DB has pulled forward its climate target from 2050 to 2040.

2025 2038 2040100 % renewable power in 
stationary installations in DE

Goal: Climate neutrality 
for the entire DB Group

100% renewable power in the 
DB traction current mix
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Starter packages | Three main fields of activities and two packages of 
measures contribute towards climate neutrality at DB in 2040

▪ Climate neutrality by 2040 
requires 100% green power 
and innovative, sustainable 
solutions for the Diesel Exit 
as well as green heating 
supply

▪ Measures on Greening 
Power, Diesel Exit and 
Renewable Heat are 
planned for the medium 
term.

▪ Starting in 2022, DB will 
develop and implement 
specific projects and 
measures.

Three main fields of 
activities to reach climate 
neutrality:

Diesel Exit

Renewable Heat

Green Power 
Transformation

New: Two 
Starter packages

Starter package
Diesel Exit

Starter package
Renewable Heat

Climate Neutrality
until 2040

Our mission:

approx. 
18,5 Mio. t

CO2e
in 20211

Source: IB 2021

Rail: 3,73 
(20,1%)

Road2: 4,84 
(26,2%)

Stationary: 
1,32 
(7,1%)

Air freight: 7,07 
(38,2%)

Sea freight: 1,56 
(8,4%)

CO2e-emissions DB-Konzern (2021)

Today:

(1) 2020 approx. 16 Mio. t CO2e due to the CoVid-Pandemic, 2019 20 Mio. t CO2e; (2) incl. 
Bus transports and fleet vehicles 
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Starting Point | Many DB’s diesel rail vehicles have to be replaced.
Different operation areas result in different requirements.

Cargo transport
▪ Vehicle service life about 45 
years
▪ Demands high vehicle 
performance

Regional traffic
▪ Vehicle service life about 

30 years
▪ Typical refueling after 
1,000+ km

Foto source: DB AG
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Starting Point | 75 % of the network will be electrified in the future. 
Alternative propulsion systems and fuels are needed 

electrified non-electrified

Network
▪ Approx. 61% of the rail 

network electrified to date. 
Expansion to 75%1 planned

▪ Already approx. 90% of total 
transport capacity provided 
by electrical traction

Fleet
Currently approx. 3000 diesel rail vehicles with a consumption of approx. 
250 million liters of diesel p.a. 3 at DB. Yet further diesel vehicles will be 
delivered.

Current estimation: Approx. 50% of the diesel rail fleet can be converted to 
e-traction or battery-electric traction by 2040.

Approx. 40% combustion vehicles still in use in 2040 (approx. 800 - 1000 
vehicles, because e.g. no technical alternatives available)

Long vehicle life cycle of 30+ years normally

(1) Target from current political coalition agreement. Detailed measures still under discussion.    (2) Current fleet prognostics of the climate-neutral DB project. (3) Rail in Germany, estimates in some cases.
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Alternative Fuels As A Short-Term Solution | What is HVO?
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"Drop-In" fuel - Engine compatibility proven through several tests! 
Several engine manufacturers approved the use of HVO

Diesel fleets can continue to operate without costly retrofitting  or hybridization. Solution for applications where battery or fuel 
cell technology is not an alternative  

For production of HVO, only biological residues and waste materials are used as raw materials – No plate tank discussion. 
HVO is furthermore palm oil-free!  DB has set highest procurement standards to assure the use of the “greenest” HVO

The use of HVO saves up to 90% CO2e
1 compared to fossil diesel

Migration of refueling infrastructure comparatively 
simple and inexpensive 

Short-/middle- term switch from fossil diesel to HVO 
possible

Main advantages and properties of HVO

▪ HVO stands for “ Hydrotreated vegetable oils“
▪ HVO is a second-generation biofuel ( NOT biodiesel !)
▪ HVO complies DIN EN 15940 for “synthetic fuels”

i

1 CO2-equivalents

ca.+30% additional costs compared to fossil diesel 

Short-term Availability of several million liters/year
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▪ DB is playing a pioneering role in Europe with the trials 
on the advanced TrainLab

▪ Useful application in vehicles where other drive systems 
are not  economically or technically feasible (e. g. 
heavy load sector)

▪ Quantity availability of HVO confirmed by DB Energie 
GmbH, price approx.  30 cents/litre compared to diesel 

Alternative Fuels | Alternative fuels are currently being introduced in 
various DB business units on the basis of aTL trials
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Aug 19
Start testing R33 on aTL

HVO-filling station established
Start testing HVO on aTL

todayJun 20 Testing HVO with 
particulate filters on aTL

future Engine rig tests with 
E-Fuel on aTL-engine

*(BR 648 / BR 642)
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Diesel Exit | Highlights 2022 – we successfully realised one lighthouse 
project per business unit

▪ Since June 2022:  Approval of all Diesel locos in Germany for refuelling with HVO
▪ approx. 11,2 million litres of HVO in 2023 expected
▪ Filling stations in Frankfurt, Kassel and Würzburg converted to HVO

alternative 
fuels

HVO

Hydrogen 
combustion

H
V
O

H2
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DB Netz MaPool
„HyCE4Rail 1“

DB Regio 
Teilnetze

DB Fernverkehr 
Sylt Shuttle

DB Cargo 
Entire German fleet

▪ Since September 2022: Conversion of two networks (BR 612 and BR 650) to HVO
▪ approx. 1 million litres of HVO p.a. in the Aulendorf subnetwork 
▪ other networks: Kurhessenbahn converted to HVO since Oct and Marschbahn since Sept
▪ Filling stations: Conversion in Aulendorf; Use in Kassel and Westerland 

▪ Since July 2022: Conversion of the entire fleet of the Sylt Shuttle (BR 218, BR 245 and BR 
628) to HVO

▪ approx. 2.5 million litres of HVO p.a. expected
▪ Conversion of filling station in Westerland completed

▪ Goal: Development, conversion, validation and approval of a track work vehicle (GAF100) 
from diesel to hydrogen engine

▪ Solution to the challenge of "emission-free working" in tunnels, as H2 engine is locally 
emission-neutral
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Diesel Exit | Outlook 2023: Implementation of the diesel exit will be driven 
forward

▪ Securing the ramp-up for the conversion to HVO: 
As of today, almost twice as much HVO is being dispensed as originally planned

▪ Expansion of refuelling infrastructure for alternative fuels: 
Conversion of 8 additional refuelling stations to the dispensing of HVO. HVO can be 
refuelled at a total of 13 filling stations

▪ Additional business units:
Track work vehicles of DB MaPool and DB Bahnbau Gruppe will be approved for 
HVO refilling

▪ Expansion to Europe:
DB Cargo will approve fleets in european countries for HVO refilling

▪ Project start "HyCE4Rail1":
In addition to the rollout of HVO, the hydrogen combustion engine is realised as a 
further technology of the diesel exit starter package within the scope of an R&D 
project

x

HVO in operation 
(as of 12/2022) 

HVO planned 
(from 2023)
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x

(1) Hydrogen (Internal) Combustion Engine for Rail
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Hydrogen ICE | Today's technologies are not sufficient to operate today's 
diesel fleet in a CO2 -neutral manner

Shunting

Conversion of 
existing vehicles

Main-line 
locomotives

Fields of application  Existing challenges

‒ Fuel cell vehicles need buffer batteries to compensate high energy 
demand when accelerating 🡪 additional space is needed, and 
additional mass needs to be considered

‒ Existing hybrid solutions are still not CO2  neutral
‒ Battery vehicles do not have enough energy capacity for high loads

‒ Retrofitting of diesel mechanic vehicles to battery or fuel cell 
technology is complex, time-consuming and cost-intensive.

‒ So far, only alternative fuels are available as a cost-effective 
alternative

‒ High performance and energy requirements cannot currently be met by 
alternative drives

‒ Alternative fuels only can meet the requirements but are not 
emission-free (problem with tunnel stations and indoor use).

Hydrogen combustion engine

The Hydrogen ICE offers potential 
for solving the mentioned 

problems.
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Program Diesel Exit Rail | Highlights in the Media
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Thank you!
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